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Abstract 
Uncovering genetic pathways is equivalent to finding clusters of genes with expression levels that evolve coherently under 
subsets of conditions. Conventional clustering approaches like K-Means, heuristic biclustering approaches like Greedy 
Algorithms, meta-heuristic biclustering approaches like Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing or Particle Swarm 
Optimization may not be specific enough to find correlations between genes in an appropriate manner, as each of the algorithms 
has its own merits and demerits. In this paper, a hybrid PSO-SA BIClustering algorithm namely PSO-SA-BIC that combines 
features of binary PSO with Simulated Annealing has been proposed in order to extract biclusters of gene expression data. A 
novel fitness function, based on ACV has been used to identify shifting pattern and scaling pattern biclusters.   Experimental 
results on bench mark datasets show that PSO-SA-BIC algorithm is outperforming the classical algorithms by providing 
statistically significant biclusters. 
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1. Introduction  
Rapid advancement in generation, accumulation and analysis of gene expression datasets that contain expression 
levels of thousands of genes across different experimental conditions are emerging. Analysis of gene expression data 
has wide range of applications in many areas such as drug discovery and clinical applications. When a gene is 
active, the cell is producing the protein coded by the specified genetic sequence on the DNA. This is called the 
expression of a gene. A gene expression matrix is made up of many genes all examined under a set of conditions or 
samples. The high-dimensionality and the complex relationships among genes impose great challenges in existing 
standard meta-heuristic biclustering methods.  Various types of biclusters namely biclusters with shifting pattern and 
biclusters with scaling pattern can be identified in a data matrix. The nature of the bicluster namely shifting or 
scaling pattern depends on the merit function used to grow the bicluster. Most of the researchers used MSR based 
merit function which could extract shifting pattern biclusters alone. It has been proven that this measure has its own 
demerits in identifying scaling pattern and coherent evolution (up or down regulated) biclusters. Also it has been 
proven by Bagyamani et al.,(2011) that scaling pattern biclusters and coherent evolution biclusters have more 
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biological significance than shifting pattern biclusters. In this proposed work a novel merit function has been 
defined and used which could extract both shifting and scaling pattern biclusters. 
  
 
1.1 Biclustering Problem Definition 
  
 Let G be a set of genes, C a set of conditions, and E(G,C) the expression matrix, where G={1,2,…,m} and 
C={1,2,…,n}. The element eij of E (G, C) represents the expression level of gene ‘i’ under condition ‘j’. The aim of 
biclustering is to extract the sub-matrix E (G', C') of E (G, C) meeting some criteria, which is identified by gene 
subset G' of G and condition subset C' of C. The size or volume of the bicluster is defined as   |G’| x |C’| where |.|   
represents number of elements. Ben-Dor et al., (2003) defined the biclustering problem as follows.  The aim of 
biclustering is to  
Maximize volume (B) = |G’| ・|C’| 
subject to ACV (B (G’, C’)) > δ where  δ is the threshold ACV. 
 . 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the background and Section 3 details the 
methodology. Section 4 presents the proposed work and experimental analysis is provided in Section 5 and Section 
6 concludes the paper. 
2. Background 
The earliest biclustering algorithm is direct clustering also known as block clustering. This approach is based on 
statistical analysis of sub-matrices to form the biclusters. Cheng and Church (2000) defined MSR to quantify the 
coherence of a bicluster and proposed a greedy algorithm to discover biclusters with scores lower than some 
threshold.  Bagyamani et al., (2010, 2011) identified highly correlated biologically significant biclusters. To 
overcome the problem with greedy heuristic, meta-heuristic approaches like EA (Evolutionary Algorithm) and GA 
were introduced for biclustering problem by Chakraborty and Maka (2005), and later applied by Liu, F. et al., 
(2006) and Banka, H. and Mitra, S. (2006). Federico et al (2006) applied Evolutionary algorithm for biclustering of 
Gene Expression Data. The standardized GA converges slowly and consumes much time to find the best bicluster. If 
the initial seed is not obtained from local search, then global optimum cannot obtained. Chakraborty, A. and Maka 
H. and Kenneth Bryan et al., (2005) applied SA for biclustering of gene expression Data.  Shyama Das and Sumam 
Mary Idicula  (2010a, 2010b), applied Greedy and binary PSO approaches for biclustering of Expression Data. In 
order to improve convergence speed and to find a better optimum point, many modifications have been proposed. 
One of such modifications is to fuse PSO with other search strategies such as Simulated Annealing (SA) in order to 
make a new hybrid algorithm which leads us to global optimum. Thus in this paper, a hybrid algorithm that 
combines binary PSO with Simulated Annealing has been proposed to identify biclusters of gene expression data. 
Thus the proposed Hybrid PSO-SA-BIC Biclustering Algorithm extracts highly correlated biclusters with larger 
volume. 
3. Methodology 
Genes with high relevance to the partition are considered as informative genes. According to Roy Varshavsky 
(2006), t-test based gene selection approach ranks the genes based on their expression values. Those genes that have 
high t-score values are selected. Thus highly informative genes are selected thereby removing insignificant genes.  
 
3.1 Quantative Indices and Qualitative Indices 
 
Degree of overlapping, average number of genes, average number of conditions, average volume are the 
quantitative indices defined by Das C et al., (2008) to evaluate quantitatively the quality of generated biclusters. 
Average Correlation Value is statistical score for evaluating a bicluster based on weighted correlation coefficient 
introduced by Teng L and Chan L-W (2006). A novel ACV based fitness function of the bicluster B (G’, C’) 
denoted by f (B (G’, C’)) is defined as 
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where ‘δ’ is the threshold ACV. Bicluster with high fitness value are considered as good biclusters whereas 
biclusters with volume zero are considered as worst biclusters. 
 
3.2 Meta Heuristic Techniques 
 
Heuristics make few or no assumptions about the problem being optimized and can search very large spaces of 
candidate solutions. Due to the complexity of heuristic approach and due to the large size of gene expression data, 
meta-heuristic algorithms like PSO, SA and GA have been applied for biclustering of gene expression data. Though 
meta-heuristics approaches are not problem-specific it may make use of domain-specific knowledge in the form of 
heuristics. Initial solution for these techniques is obtained using coclustering. 
 Coclustering is a form of two-way clustering in which both dimensions are clustered and clusters are combined 
to generate coclusters. Thus the term cocluster refers to each pair of gene cluster and condition / sample cluster. 
Thus K-Means algorithm is applied along gene dimension to form KG gene clusters and along condition dimension 
to form KC condition clusters. These gene clusters and condition clusters are combined to form K= KG x KC 
checkerboard type of coclusters which forms the initial solution. 
 
3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization 
 
Particle Swarm Optimization is an algorithm that simulates the social behaviour of bird flocking. In the basic 
PSO technique, each particle represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem. The best previous position 
for each particle (the position giving the best fitness value) is called particle best or pbest and the best position 
among all the particles or in its neighbourhood is called global best or gbest. Each particle in the swarm is 
represented by 
xi (t) : the current position 
vi (t) : the current velocity 
pbest: the personal best position of the particle. 
gbest: the global best position of the particle. 
A novel fitness function or cost function ‘f‟ based on ACV has been defined for each particle xi as 
)(1)( ii xACVxf               (2) 
The aim of the biclustering problem is to minimize the fitness or cost function. The rate of position change for each 
particle is called the particle velocity.  The velocity and position update are defined as  
 )(()()()1( 2211 txgbestrcxpbestrctvwtv idididididid            (3) 
                                            )1()()1( tvtxtx ididid                                                         (4)  
 
 
where w is the inertia coefficient between [0 1], c1,c2 are the cognitive parameters, r1, r2 are random values in interval 
[0,1],  Vi = [ vi1,vi2,….., vid ] is the velocity vector in which  vid(t) is the velocity of the ith particle in the  dth dimension 
at iteration „t‟. The personal best of each particle ‘i‟ ‘pbesti’ and the global best ‘gbest‟ are updated using  
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                Figure 1. PSO Algorithm 
 
Though PSO converges faster than other evolutionary techniques, one drawback is that the particles may 
converge prematurely. Also the velocities of the particles depend on the inertia coefficient ‘w‟. Increasing „w‟ focus 
on global search and decreasing ‘w’ leads to local search. Hence tuning of the parameter ‘w‟ is an issue and it is 
problem dependent.  
 
3.5.2 Simulated Annealing Approach  
 
Simulated Annealing is a well established stochastic technique originally developed to model the natural process 
of crystallization and later adopted to solve optimization problems. As with a greedy search it accepts all changes 
that lead to improvements in the fitness of a solution. However, it differs in its ability to allow the probabilistic 
acceptance of changes which lead to worse solutions i.e. reversals in fitness defined by Boltzmann’s equation. The 
probability of accepting a reversal is inversely proportional to the size of the reversal with the acceptance of smaller 
reversals being more probable.  
 
Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
Input: P, θ it=1, itmax,T, alpha, Tmin 
Output: Optimized Solution 
Procedure 
Begin 
While (T >= Tmin) 
While (it <= itmax) 
Randomly introduce a perturbation (a small change to the current solution P) 
 If ( E > 0)  // if the new state is goal state 
Current_state=new_state // reassign currnt state as the new state. 
Value_of_current state = value_of_new state. 
If E < 0 //if the new state is not better than the current state 
Current _state=new_state // then also accept it with  probability ‘P’ as in    
                                               Boltzman equation to avoid local minima 
End (while)  
Slowly decrease the temperature using cool rate alpha 
End (while)  
PSO Algorithm 
Input  swarm of size ‘s’ 
Output Optimized biclusters 
Initialize the velocity of each particle vi randomly or set vi =0 
Repeat 
For each particle 
Evaluate the fitness of each particle 
Update p-best using equation (5) 
Update g-best using equation (6) 
End for 
For each particle and for each dimension‘d’ 
Update velocity using equation (3) 
Update position using equation (4) 
Until (stopping condition) 
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Figure 2. SA Algorithm 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
This probability also decreases as the search continues or as the system cools allowing eventual convergence on a 
solution. The performance of SA depends on "Tuning" of the parameters namely initialT, cool rate alpha, Tmax and 
stop criterion which are relatively easy to fix. Though the quality of the results of CSA is good, it takes more time. 
Also the results are generally not reproducible in the sense that another run can give a different result. Though SA 
performs well it has some drawbacks. SA can leave an optimal solution and not find it again. Further it finds an 
optimum solution when executed forever. Meta heuristics guarantee a near optimal solution and not an optimal 
solution. Due to the complexity of many of these optimization problems, particularly those of large sizes 
encountered in most practical settings, classical algorithms often perform very poorly. 
4. Proposed Work 
4.1 PSO-SA BIClustering Algorithm 
zz 
Since each of the meta-heuristic algorithms has its own benefits and drawbacks, and the algorithms are problem 
dependent, a novel hybrid PSO-SA-BIC algorithm has been proposed. This proposed hybrid algorithm uses a fast 
converging PSO technique so that the particles converge with high speed. Some of the particles may get stagnant 
(i.e., no change in position) in PSO. These stagnant particles undergo perturbation using SA and if the perturbed 
particle is good it is accepted else if SA accept it with probability ‘P’ as in Boltzman equation to avoid local minima 
and the temperature is reduced. The process is repeated until system cools down. Thus the proposed PSO-SA-BIC 
uses the fast converging PSO together with local search SA to avoid local minima. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                 
Figure 3. Hybrid PSO-SA-BIC Algorithm 
5. Experimental Analysis 
5.1 Datasets 
 
In order to test the efficiency of the proposed PSO-SA-BIC algorithm the following benchmark datasets namely 
Yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae dataset,Colon cancer dataset and Breast cancer dataset are used. After applying 
informative gene selection using t-test, K-Means clustering algorithm with correlation distance has been used in all 
Hybrid PSO-SA-BIC 
Initialize the swarm 
Repeat 
      For each particle 
Evaluate the fitness of each particle 
Update p-best using equation (10) 
Update g-best using equation (11) 
      End for 
For each particle  
   For each dimension ‘d’ 
Update velocity using equation (8) 
Update position using equation (9) 
   End for 
End for 
For each particle 
      If the particle is stagnant 
Call SA to find a new particle 
Replace the particle with new particle 
      End if 
End for 
Until (stopping condition) 
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the datasets to find 30 row clusters and 3 column clusters. Then these row clusters and column clusters are combined 
to form 30 x 3 coclusters. The ACV of these 90 coclusters and the initial volume are obtained. All the three 
algorithms namely classical SA, classical PSO, hybrid PSO-SA-BIC are executed in Matlab for above datasets and 
the results are tabulated  in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.  
 
Table 1. Performance of SA Biclustering algorithm 
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Breast 
Cancer 90 783 0.65 0.7 0.065 89.6 92.3 2400 0.83 
Colon 
Cancer 90 638 0.89 0.9 0.101 98.5 73.9 1210 0.91 
Yeast 90 1622 0.87 0.9 0.064 99.3 87.8 1325 0.94 
 
The parameter setting for SAB is: maximum temperature Tmax = 5, the cool rate α =0.9, tmin= 0.1 and 10 
iterations have been performed before decrementing the temperature. It is evident from Table 1 that SAB provides 
better results in terms of volume and ACV for all the datasets. Since SA focuses on local search there is no sharp 
increase in volume of biclusters. Also  percentage of condition coverage is high.  
 
Table 2. Performance of PSO Biclustering Algorithm 
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Breast 
Cancer 90 783 0.65 0.7 0.075 92.1 98.6 2530 0.81 3210 
Colon 
Cancer 90 638 0.89 0.9 0.153 97.4 100 1322 0.93 2115 
Yeast  
Data 90 1622 0.87 0.9 0.127 90.9 97.4 1546 0.96 2484 
 
The parameter setting for PSOB is vmin= -20; vmax= 20; wmin = 0.4; wmax= 0.9; c1 = 2; c2 = 2.  It is clear from 
Table 2 that biclustering based on PSO performs well compared to SA by providing biclusters with still larger 
volume and high ACV. For Breast Cancer dataset, SA provides statistically significant biclusters. But for Colon 
Cancer and Yeast datasets, PSO extracts biclusters with high ACV.  
Table 3. Performance of PSO-SA BIClustering Algorithm 
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Cancer 90 783 0.65 0.7 0.125 91.5 92.8 5232 0.87 5320 
Colon 
Cancer 90 638 0.89 0.9 0.173 98.5 87.1 4371 0.96 4515 
Yeast  
Data 90 1622 0.87 0.9 0.091 99.0 88.3 2100 0.94 2484 
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Also PSO biclustering aims at providing pbest solution apart from gbest solution where gbest is the global 
optimal solution. Though PSO biclustering is able to provide solutions with more degree of overlap, the percentage 
of condition coverage is much less than the other meta-heuristic biclustering algorithms.The comparison of these 
algorithms in terms of mean ACV and mean volume of biclusters is provided in Table 4. It is observed from Table 4 
that the proposed hybrid algorithm extracts biclusters with larger volume and high ACV. The comparison of volume 
is demonstrated graphically  in Figure 4 and that of ACV is provided in Figure 5.  
 
Table 4. Comparison of metrics on various biclustering algorithms 
Dataset Size Gene Selection 
SA PSO PSO-SA 
Volume ACV Volume ACV Volume ACV 
Breast 
Cancer 7129 X 40 3893 2400 0.83 2530 0.81 5232 0.87 
Colon 
Cancer 2000 X 62 1161 1210 0.91 1322 0.93 4371 0.96 
Yeast 2884 x 17 2261 1325 0.94 1546 0.96 2100 0.94 
 
The experimental result of the proposed algorithm is compared with classical algorithms.. The comparison in 
terms of volume and ACV shows that the proposed hybrid PSO-SA-BIC identifies biclusters with high ACV and 
larger volume.  
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of volume of biclusters   Figure 5. Comparison of ACV of biclusters 
 
 Comparison of the volume of biclusters in Figure 4 proves that the proposed hybrid PSO-SA BIC extracts 
biclusters with larger volume. Though SA extracts biclusters with very less volume, the fast converging PSO is 
efficient in extracting good biclusters. It is evident from Figure 5 that SA extracts biclusters with high ACV for 
Breast Cancer Data. For all the three benchmark datasets the proposed PSO-SA BIC is superior in extracting 
biclusters with high ACV and larger volume.  
 
6. Conclusion  
 
The three algorithms namely, SA biclustering, PSO biclustering and hybrid PSO-SA-BIC have been applied in 
order to obtain highly correlated biclusters from gene expression data. Most of the researchers have used MSR based 
merit function in order to obtain biclusters which can identify flat biclusters with shifting pattern. Since biclusters 
with coherent evolution (up or down regulated) has higher biological significance than biclusters with shifting 
pattern, in this paper a novel merit function based on ACV has been used. Thus the genes in the biclusters are highly 
correlated under a subset of conditions and not highly similar under a subset of conditions.  The performance of all 
these algorithms in terms of volume of the bicluster, the homogeneity of the bicluster namely ACV, Degree of 
overlap and row-column coverage shows that Hybrid PSO-SA-BIC results in biclusters not only with more volume 
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but with more coherence. Further the parameters of the proposed PSO-SA BIC can be fine tuned so that it extracts 
still better biclusters. 
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